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Sydney Spencer- mountain
photographer
C. Douglas Milner

Sydney Spencer was a devoted and valued member of the Club, from 1895 to 1950
when he died at the age of 88.

He was Secretary for 11 years and Librarian for 20, later a Vice-President and
from 1937, an Honorary Member.

In his active years, around the turn of the century, give or take a few years, he was
the typical Alpine traveller. A professional man, of comfortable means and adequate
leisure, he climbed with guides, both in summer and winter. His leading guide was
the great Christen]ossi with whom he travelled during 22 summers and 14 winters.
]ossi was a superb iceman, and from 1895 to 1906 his second guide was Hans
Almer ... an outstanding rock climber.

The great couloir on the Blaitiere which bears his name was the suggestion of]ossi,
who led. In those days, as]. H. Doughty has reminded us, the titular honour ofa new
climb was given, not to the man who led it, but to the man who paid to do it ..Where
one may perhaps disagree with Doughty is in his contention that the older
mountaineers accepted the help of guides 'with a rather poor spirited complacency'.
That is unfair, and derives from reading history merely in comparison with the
present day, whereas it should first be read in the context of the time. Spencer was
certainly a good goer, and among his qualifications for membership was a first winter
ascent of the Dom, following a failure on the Wellenkuppe due to starting from
Zermatt instead of the Trift Inn. As a rock-climber, he ascended the Petit Dru,
traversed the Charmoz and the Gn§pon, in the 90s when such routes were seldom
done.

In the 80s, first rate mountain landscape photography was virtually the monopoly
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57 A'g du TriolilJrom Monl Doltnl (This and nixl 6 photos: S. SPtnetr)

58 Aig de 7alifrr
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59 Aigs Verle atld Drllsfrom below Aigs ROllges

60 Chardotltlel from Glacier dll 70llr
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61 Mont Blancfrom Aig du 7acul
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62 Gorner Glacier

of two men ... Donkin and Sella. The 90 saw a great expan ion of thi added interest
in mountain travel. Thi was due in pan to the reduction in bulk and weight of the
camera. ella's gear wa unneces arily ma sive, but Donkin' plate camera of the
rather curious size of 7! x 5 ins was quite a burden ... 151bs in all, which he carried
him elr. B 1896 Messrs Shew were adveni in a camera in the same size, 'The
Mountaineer' to take 48 film, and weighing only 3!lb . Even 0, mO t serious

workers including pencer, preferred glass plate, and overall the \ eight would be
less than half the Donkin burden.

But the great step forward in Sp 'ncer's day wa the invention of orthochromatic
material, ensitive to green and yellow, as against the normal ensitivity of the old
type plate u ed by Donkin.

The plendid Donkins reproduced in AJ LXII owe their sky tones to the

reinfor ement of art, in that the printers, th > Autotype ompany, intr duced a mid
grey ton which was absent from the contaCt prints.

But the new material, provided it was u ed with a yellow scr'en (filtcr), gave the
serious photographer all that he then, or ha ever since, needed for monochromc
work in the high Alps.

At the same time, the progress in gravure and in half tone work enabled these fine

photograph lO adorn both the AJ and other books.
Where there had been only 2 men in this field, there were at lea t 12 well-known

names ... C. T. Dent, Hermann Woolley (incidentally the proposer and 'econder of
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pencer in 1895), lfred Holme ,0. K. William on, orman ollie, amongothel- .
Yet pencer wa primus inler pares. In addition to b ing a regular exhibitor of large
framed print at our annual exhibitions he took on the duty of organi ing them for
many year after 1899.

[n that year a revised edition o( Ball's Inlroducliolllo lhe Alpine Guide wa publi hed,
and Spencer contributed a knowledgeable anicle on photography in the high Alps.

M uch of what he ay fore hadows later development . For instance there i ,in the
field of 'hand' ameras, a 'twin !en ' model, and another with 'an ingenious
reflecting arrangement'. Hand camera, in general, being of box type, are less well
I-egarded than the folding tand cameras, and Spcn cr's preference i for the half
plate, as being little inferior to the established 'tOurist' size of 7! x 5in.

He suggests the smaller size 'if the apparatu be can-it.:d by a guide who eldom
regards it with a friendly eye'.

He advises the use of the new tclescopic aluminium tripods, or the little clip and
screw for attachment to an ice axe, originall>' m ntioned by H. B. George in AJ IV
(1870). .

As the forerunner of our interchangeable lenses he specially mention the Ross
Zeiss convertible sets, offering 3 or 4 focal lengths.

[n addition to the x 3 yellow screen, he also advises an orange screen for
telephotogt-aphy ... pre umably a very light tint. ince panchromatic material wa not
in ented until some years later.
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It was fortunate that exposures could be made within a wide bracket, provided
enough wa given. Compensation for over-exposure could be made as the image
could be seen growing in depth in the faint ruby light of the darkroom. It may
surprise younger photographer to know that in those di tant day an 'incident' light
meter was available. The Watkin 'Bee' meter operated with a rotating en itized
pap r expo ed at a lot, adjacent to which was a master tint. When the paper matched
the tint, in a few seconds. the ba i for further calculations was established.

In pencer's day, photography wa an added adventure, and time wa needed to
build up a collection. No doubt there were many failures, but the front rank men
followed, if they did not invent, the ound maxim that the reputation of any
photographer is more firmly based on the suppression of failure than on the
publication of succe . The uccesses were truly splendid, in the field of Alpine
landscape.

The group of print which accompany this article are chosen from hitherto
unpublished work, with emphasis on the unusual, either in choice of viewpoint, or in
recalling the mountain mists billowing around '"'the great brown slabs bending over
into immea urable space and the lines and curves of the wind moulded cornice'.

The functional and design
requirements of clothing 1
J. H. KeighIey and G. SteeIe

Introduction

'The function of clothing is to protect the human body from the environment but it is
e sential that it interfere a little a po ible with body movements'. This quotation
from Michael Ward's book Mountain Medicine reflect the requirements and
restrictions which are impo ed on clothing used to protect the human body against
the climatic environment. Ifwe examine in detail the protection necessary, it is soon
clear that the body needs to be maintained within its own special climate in which, for
comfort, the core temperature of the body is maintained at 37°C and the average skin
temperature is approximately 33°C, although this varies widely with the exact
location on the body, being lowest at the extremities, the hand and feet, al)d highest
around the trunk, particularly under the arms. It has been stated that the relative
humidity at the skin surface i· approximately 65 % but the value determined at any
given time will vary considerably and this is especially so from different regions of the
body. Experiments carried out using sleeping bags have indicated that the relative
humidity (R. H.) inside down and polyester ftlled bags approaches J00% after everal
hours u e. When at rest, the body expels about one lilJ'e of water as vapour in an 8
hour period and, during vigorous exerci e, the quantity of water lost in the form of
perspiration can be many times greater than this. The evaporation of this liquid
water absorbs heat and is one of the temperature regulation mechanisms of the body
which acts during phy ical activity to remove extra heat gl'nl'rilted. In practice, if the
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